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Tradition
Twelve —
Long Form
And finally, we of
Alcoholics
Anonymous believe that the
principle of anonymity has an
immense spiritual significance.
It reminds us
that we are to
place principles
before personalities; that we are actually to practice a genuine humility.
This to the end that our great blessings may never spoil us; that we shall
forever live in thankful contemplation of Him who presides over us all.

“The spiritual substance of anonymity is sacrifice…”
Page 184, Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions ©aaws reprinted with permission
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From the April 2007 AA Grapevine magazine………..

Dr. Alcoholic
His practice wasn’t perfect………...
September 9, 1993, I walked into my first AA meeting. It was a doctor's only meeting, International Doctors in Alcoholics Anonymous (IDAA). I was mortified. These were doctors I worked with. What would they think of me and how could I ever face them in
the halls of the hospital again? It never once occurred to me that they were there, too. After years of blackout drinking on nights
when I wasn't on call and abusing narcotics to give me the energy to stay ahead, I had gone to an addictionologist to learn how
to "cut back" on the amount of pills I was taking. After the initial interview, he made two suggestions: one was to attend that
weekly IDAA meeting, and the other was not to take any more pills and not to drink alcohol. I was willing to go to the meeting
and not to take the pills, but I wasn't too wild about not drinking again. After all, I enjoyed my beer and wine with dinner, and how
could I go to parties without a drink in my hand? Well, all I came away with after the meeting was that they had all been to treatment and I hadn't. So, naturally, I wasn't that bad and I was different. I went to that meeting once a week for nine months and
didn't drink a drop. I had arrived. I was in AA. I'd never get that bad again. During those nine months, working the Steps never
occurred to me and the only chapter in the Big Book that made any sense was "To Wives." I even made sure that I left the book
open to that chapter on my wife's nightstand. At meetings, I shared my opinions quite often, just to let everyone see that I was in
the know. Of course, I started drinking again and my meeting attendance dwindled. After about eighteen months of misery, gambling recklessly and finding the "girl who understood," I confessed to a counselor that I was back out and was told to get back to
that IDAA meeting, get a sponsor, and do what he told me to do. That began two years of daily meetings, albeit with no interest
in doing the Steps. I wasn't drinking, so why worry about the Steps? I used to sit out in the car before meetings, reading pamphlets on recovery topics with the hope that the meeting would be on that topic so I could eloquently expound on what I knew
about recovery. My rambling sharing at meetings was always greeted with the group saying, "keep coming back." What did I
know? I thought they were impressed! The inevitable happened, which led to another two years of escalating misery and even
more crazy behavior. I had been on voluntary drug screens by a peer assistance program and it got so bad that I faked a heart
attack in order to have a heart catheterization that required sedatives and narcotics so I could cover up a non-clean drug screen.
When I did this, it never struck me as a bad idea. In fact, it made good sense. Soon thereafter, following mounting debts, numerous attempts to stop, serious weight loss, a dwindling practice, and really this time finding the "girl who understood," I was confronted with my behavior. I assumed I would just go back to AA and do it right this time. Wrong! I was told I needed the "gift of
treatment." All I could think was, "My life will never be the same!" Well, thank God, it hasn't been. In June 2001, I entered the
local treatment center and moved into the in-patient apartments. I was put in the Impaired Professionals Program. I read the
description of the program and saw that it was a ten- to sixteen-week program and I immediately assumed I'd be out in the minimum ten. I even called my office and told them to start scheduling patients for ten weeks later. Well, I did get out in ten weeks: I
was thrown out. They said they couldn't help me and I would have to complete my treatment somewhere else. My wife let me
come back home until a spot was available the following Monday at another facility 200 miles away. I was shocked and furious
at my dismissal, and while home for those three days, I realized that no one was happy I was there. As I walked around in my
house, my teenage children took turns closing their doors as I walked by their rooms and for the very first time my thoughts went
from "What have I done?" to "What have I become?" I was a stranger in my own house and for the first time felt that "pitiful and
incomprehensible demoralization." I couldn't talk or manipulate my way out of this one and I was scared that the new treatment
center wouldn't work either. Then I did something I hadn't done in years: I cried. It was the gift of tears. I went to the new treatment center with a different attitude. I was willing to do whatever they asked and I finally became part of a treatment community.
I stayed there an additional three months and I learned that the only way I would ever be able to stay sober was to work the
program of recovery. When I got home from treatment, there were no yellow ribbons tied around any trees. I was thrust into
"The Family Afterward," and the long period of reconstruction began. I started back immediately to meetings and asked Ralph
M. to take me through the Steps because I knew he did it by the Book. There were no thoughts of spiritual awakening or of
knowing God's will. All I knew was that my life was a mess and nothing else had ever worked to keep me sober. Whatever
Ralph told me to do, I did. I showed up on time and we discussed a Step a week--except that we took four weeks on Step Four.
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He took me to page 52 in the Big Book and pointed out the unmanageability paragraph and made sure I saw myself in it. He made
sure I believed, or was willing to believe, that there was a power greater than myself. I took the Third Step by starting on Step Four.
When I got to the fourth column of my resentment list, I realized that everything in my life had been driven by self-centeredness and
fear. When I learned that all my fears were there because "self-reliance" failed me and that I needed to have a new sane and sound
ideal of my future sex life and to pray for it daily, I was just beginning to learn about the driving forces in my life. We went through the
rest of the Steps, to clear up the past and learn how to live comfortably, so I wouldn't have to turn to my old remedies to feel better.
The lifetime journey began. When we finished, Ralph told me to make sure I did two things: get a true home group and find a permanent sponsor, one person I could be totally honest with. As he put it, "Someone who I could tell what I was thinking, what I was doing,
and what I was thinking of doing." I got a home group and got thrown into service work immediately. I volunteered to be secretary and
when the treasurer suddenly quit, I learned about Excel spreadsheets and became treasurer. It was an invaluable experience, and
just like everything else in this program, one that I couldn't appreciate until I did it. Mickey became my sponsor and has gently taken
me through life. The most important thing he did for me was to not let me get too high or too low. He taught me the essence of Steps
Six and Seven, knowing who I am and that whoever that is, I am worthy in God's eyes, that I'm just human and it's time to face my
humanity without having to drink. So many awesome things have happened in recovery. My father and I now meet for dinner every
Friday night. He doesn't understand the disease concept; he just asks if I'm going to meetings. The director of that first treatment center, who I felt had
"unjustly" thrown me out, is now
my good friend and I was
able to hug him and thank him
for saving my life. In fact,
most Thursday afternoons I go
to that same treatment
center and lead the Big Book
study. I don't go there as
a physician to lecture, but rather
as a fellow alcoholic and
drug addict who has been
where they've been and
wants to stay sober. My oldest
daughter was a freshman
in college when I went to treatment and during my first
leave from treatment did not
want me at her college
family weekend. When she was
a senior, we spent a
weekend together and she told
me she was glad I was
there and that she loved me. My
youngest daughter was
sixteen when I went to treatment
and wrote a letter denouncing me as her father. We
now regularly go to dinner and the theater whenever
the touring shows are in
town. My youngest son was in
treatment at the same
time I was. He stayed for nine
months and afterward
enrolled in college. He has just
finished and is now in
graduate school on scholarship.
We stay out of each other's program on direction from my sponsor. My eldest son is just like me in every respect. Two years ago I
was visiting him out of town. While I was there, I was going to meetings daily. I told him that if he ever wanted to stop doing what he
was doing, he might consider going to that meeting. I left him a copy of my pocket Big Book. Six weeks later, he e-mailed me and said
he had been to the noon meeting, gone out to lunch with some guys, and gotten a sponsor the same day. He's been on fire for the
program since then and truly tries to live a life of recovery. Has God arranged this? Did I get sober so I could twelfth-step my son?
Well, the God of my understanding is that powerful. It has been difficult restoring my medical practice, but God has put things together
when he knew that I was ready. My wife and I have been a work in progress. I've learned the hard way what I could and could not
say. We've left it in God's hands whether or not to stay married, and have taken it one day at a time. Sometimes, we've looked at
each other and known that it has never been better, and other times she has said I was still the most selfish, self-centered person she
had ever seen--and she is right on both counts. The real joy has been working with others. Taking other men through the Steps in the
same way that I was taken through them has kept me out of myself and active in recovery. The old-timers tell me that fear and fellowship will keep you sober for awhile, but the only thing that will keep me in long term sobriety is being happy with what I'm getting in
recovery. I think I'll keep doing it. -- Lee V. Tennessee
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Gratitude
Dinner 2019

Thank you to all who participated in our Annual Gratitude Dinner: those who prepared dressing, mashed potatoes, corn casserole; those who baked and bid on cakes; those who contributed
baskets and wreaths; the band who played recovery songs; our speaker and Special Events
committee. A heartfelt thank you, especially, to the men and women of MRC for helping set up
and break down, and for the women of Grace House who helped serve the food. Our hearts are
full of thanks.
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December’s display on loan from
the Archives Committee features
items from the International Conference of Young People in Alcoholics Anonymous (ICYPAA) from
1975.

MAIA Office Activities

May We Help You?
November Calls:
12 Step Calls Relayed………………………………………………...12
AA meeting requests………………………………………………….137
General Information…………………………………………………...83
Walk-In…………………………………………………………………..55
Tippler Mailed………………………………………………………….30
E-Mail Distribution…………………………………………………….575
*These totals reflects 11/1/2019-11/30/2019
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What We Were Like
Emmet Fox and Alcoholics Anonymous
One of the very early recovering alcoholics who worked with co-founder Bill W. was a man named Al, whose mother was secretary to Emmet
Fox, a popular lecturer on New Thought philosophy. When the early groups were meeting in New York, members would frequently adjourn after
a meeting and go to Steinway Hall to listen to Fox’s lecture. To this day there are AA groups that distribute Fox’s pamphlets along with Conference-approved AA literature. An account sets forth in “Dr. Bob and the Good Oldtimers” tells of the influence of Emmet Fox and his classic work, “Sermon on the Mount.” An AA old-timer recollected: “The first thing he (Dr. Bob) did was to get Emmet Fox’s ‘Sermon on the
Mount’….Once when I was working on a woman in Cleveland, I called and asked him what to do for someone who is going into DT’s. He told me to
give her the medication and he said, ‘When she comes out of it and she decides she wants to be a different woman, get her Drummond’s ‘The
Greatest Thing in the World.’ Tell her to read it through every day for thirty days and she’ll be a different woman.’ Those were the three main
books at the time; that and ‘The Upper Room’ and ‘The Sermon on the Mount.’” Perhaps the fundamental contribution of Emmet Fox to Alcoholics Anonymous was the simplicity and power of “The Sermon on the Mount.” This book sets forth the basic principles of the New Thought philosophy that “God is the only power, and that evil is insubstantial; that we form our own destiny by our thoughts and our beliefs; that conditions do not matter when we pray; that time and space and matter are human illusions; that there is a solution to every problem; that man is
the child of God, and God is perfect good.” Central to New Thought philosophy was the perspective which saw that love and personal forgiveness were the keys to fundamental transformation: “Love is by far the most important thing of all. It is the Golden Gate of Paradise. Pray for
the understanding of love, and meditate upon it daily. It casts out fear. It is the fulfilling of the Law. It covers a multitude of sins. Love is
absolutely invincible.” Fox went on to say that forgiveness was an integral part of the Pathway of Love, “which is open to everyone in all circumstances, and upon which you may step at any moment - at this moment if you like - requires no formal introduction, has no conditions whatever.
It calls for no expensive laboratory in which to work, because your own daily life, and your ordinary daily surroundings are your laboratory. It
needs no reference library, no professional training, no external apparatus of any kind. All it does need is that you should begin steadfastly to
expel from your mentality every thought of personal condemnation (you must condemn a wrong action, but not the actor), of resentment for
old injuries, and of everything which is contrary to the law of Love. You must not allow yourself to hate either person, or group, or nation, or
anything whatever. “You must build-up by faithful daily exercise the true Love-consciousness, and then all the rest of spiritual development
will follow upon that. Love will heal you. Love will illumine you.” One of the cornerstones of Fox’s philosophy was to live but one day at a time, to
be responsible for one’s own thoughts and to clear up resentments, just as AA was to teach that “resentments are our number one cause of
slips.” For Fox, one of the most important rules for growth was to live in the present: “Live in today, and do not allow yourself to live in the
past under any pretense. Living the past means thinking about the past, rehearsing past events, especially if you do this with feeling…train
yourself to be a man or woman who lives one day at a time. You’ll be surprised how rapidly conditions will change for the better when you approach this ideal.” Emmet Fox emphasized the idea that thoughts are real things, and that one cannot have one kind of mind and another kind
of life. According to Fox, if we want to change our lives, then we must change our thoughts first. Many of his simply stated profundities have
contributed to an AA philosophy that has transformed the lives of literally two million recovering alcoholics.
Igor S., Hartford, Conn.
Copyright © The A.A. Grapevine, Inc., February 1996

“We are sure God wants us to be happy, joyous,
and free. We cannot subscribe to the belief that
this life is a vale of tears, though it once was just
that for many of us. But it is clear that we made
our own misery. God didn't do it. Avoid then, the
deliberate manufacture of misery, but if trouble
comes, cheerfully capitalize it as an opportunity to
demonstrate His omnipotence.”
Reprinted with permission aa.org
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GROUP CONTRIBUTIONS
7th Tradition/SC
ABC Group AMAA
Bluff City Group
Broken to Whole
Came to Believe Group
Central Gardens Group
Collierville Group
Collierville Hopefuls
Cordova Hope Group
Covington
Customer
Downtown Nooners N/S
Downtown Thursday Night Group
Downtown Wednesday Meeting
Earlybird
East Goodman Road
Everyday People
Frayser Group
Friends of Bill W-Janet
Germantown Happy
Germantown Noon-Anne
Grace in the Grove
Growing Flowers
Happy Destiny
Heavy Hitters
Hickory Hill
Hope Presbyterian Church
Hopeful High Nooners
Horn Lake
IG Monthly rep meeting
Jaywalkers
Lakeland
Love and Tolerance
MAIA
Men of Recovery
Midtown GroupMillington
Miracle Among Us
Neshoba Awakening
New Start
Open Minded
Out-of-Towners Fellowship Group
Overton Park
Pleasant Hill-Elkins
Real Deal/Oats Manor AA
Recovery on the River
S.O.S.
Saturday Reflections Group
Second Chance
Serenity Group
Seriously Sober-David
Shady Ladies
Sober Journey
Solutions Group
South Memphis-Marilyn
Steering Committee- Treasurer
TCYPAA
The Bright Spot
Three Legged Stool
Traditions
Two Doors Down
Unity Group
Upon Awakening
WAAGL
Whitehaven Morning SunrisersWinchester
Worldly Indeed
TOTAL

Nov 19
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
32.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00
12.00
25.00
0.00
350.00
186.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
20.00
0.00
0.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
32.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
25.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
96.75
50.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
75.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00
0.00
32.85
0.00
0.00
0.00
75.00
100.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
25.00
0.00
0.00
400.00
1,996.60

Nov 18
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
22.00
0.00
0.00
446.00
103.00
800.00
0.00
0.00
25.00
0.00
0.00
203.94
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
11.89
0.00
0.00
0.00
10.00
25.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
175.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
100.00
100.00
0.00
0.00
50.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
2,271.83

Jan - Nov 19
10.00
200.00
600.00
550.00
173.10
550.00
550.00
1,560.64
565.08
75.00
318.00
153.04
50.00
190.00
26.95
2,045.21
900.00
47.00
275.00
971.17
1,422.12
5,228.49
150.00
25.00
400.00
60.00
100.00
65.00
600.00
25.00
83.00
276.78
1,640.28
662.79
19.00
69.68
2.81
60.78
650.00
90.00
250.00
10.00
135.82
27.00
265.70
288.05
200.00
60.00
160.00
725.00
250.00
785.00
941.31
400.00
560.00
62.85
34.00
902.76
750.00
211.00
500.00
1,100.01
648.20
523.04
250.00
150.00
498.43
700.00
32,829.09
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December
Birthdays!!!

DOWNTOWN THURSDAY
NIGHT:
Gina F…………………………….20 yrs
Ralph M………………………..33 yrs
WAAGL:
Micki B……………………………….4 yrs
Winchester:
Brandy R…………………………..1 yr

UNITY:
Kris G………………………..….27 yrs
Roy J……………………………..27 yrs
Beverly V…………………………17 yrs
Megan F…………………………..7 yrs
Sherry S………………………….2 yrs
Stacy H……………………………….1 yr
Christin L…………………………..1 yr
Real Deal:
Howard D………………….24 yrs
Jimmy J…………………….11 yrs
Michael H…………………..28 yrs
Jimmy H……………………….3 yrs
Michael E…………………….8 yrs
Emilie D………………………..1 yr

The Twelfth Concept of World Service … …. The Conference shall
observe the spirit of A.A. tradition,
taking care that it never becomes the
seat of perilous wealth and power;
that sufficient operating funds and
reserve be its prudent financial principle; that it place none of its members in a position of unqualified authority over others; that it reach all
important decisions by discussion,
vote, and, whenever possible, by
substantial unanimity; that its actions
never be personally punitive nor an
incitement to public controversy; that
it never perform acts of government,
and that, like the Society it serves, it
will always remain democratic in
thought and action.
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Schedule of Events
Memphis Area Treatment Facility Committee
December 2 @ 6:30 pm - 8:00 pm
Came to Believe, 2865 Walnut Grove
Memphis, TN 38111
Memphis Area Correctional Committee
December 3 @ 6:45 pm - 7:45 pm
Came to Believe, 2865 Walnut Grove
Memphis, TN 38111
Cooperation w/ Professionals Committee
December 4 @ 6:45 pm - 7:45 pm
Two Doors Down, 1578 Yorkshire
Memphis, TN 38119
District 24
December 7 @ 10:00 am - 11:30 am
WAAGL, 7715 US-70 #108
Bartlett, TN 38133
District 22
December 7 @ 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
Area 51 Group, 3563 Thomas St
Memphis, TN 38127
District 20
December 7 @ 1:30 pm - 2:30 pm
Last Chance Group, 3002 Airways Blvd
Memphis, TN
Central Group High Tea
December 8 @ 12:00 pm - 6:00 pm
3544 Forrest Ave, Memphis, 38122
MAIA IG REPS MTG
December 8 @ 1:00 pm - 2:30 pm
Christ United Methodist Church, 4488 Poplar Ave
Memphis, TN
District 21 Monthly Business Meeting
December 9 @ 7:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Crosstown Concourse, 1350 Concourse

DECEMBER 2019
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

Memphis Area Grapevine Committee
December 10 @ 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
White Station Church of Christ, 1106 Colonial Road
Memphis
District 25 Monthly Business Meeting
December 11 @ 6:00 pm - 7:00 pm
Germantown United Methodist Church, 2324 Germantown Road
Germantown, TN 38138
A Cajun Christmas
District 21 & 2nd Quarter Area Assembly
December 14 @ 12:00 pm - 7:00 pm
The Carriage District Pavllion, 1125 N. 6th St
Memphis, TN, TN
2019 Annual MAIA Holiday Party
December 15 @ 1:00 pm - 4:00 pm
M.A.I.A., 3540 Summer Ave Ste 104
Memphis, TN 38122
M.A.I.A. Will Be Closed
December 25 @ 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
Memphis Area Archives Committee
December 29 @ 3:30 pm - 5:00 pm
Two Doors Down, 1578 Yorkshire
Memphis, TN 38119
SERCYPAlooza NYE
December 31 @ 7:00 pm
1870 Madison Ave
Memphis, TN

Become a High Fiver!
Memphis Area Intergroup has been the link between the A.A. recovery community and the newcomer and, even as importantly, with one another since 1960. Many of us are grateful to the
office for its helping hand, but have either not known that Intergroup needs our support, or our
contributions have been put off due to our new busy and happy lives. “High Fivers” is a way we
have found to allow members to show their gratitude by making sure the services provided by
the office continues.
High Fivers is a program of commitment; we commit to a $5.00 contribution per month, either
monthly, quarterly, or annually. Contact our office with details on the ways with which you can
submit your monetary contributions.
Intergroup, in return , will send an acknowledgement for your contributions at the end of each calendar year. These contributions are tax deductible.
As an expression of gratitude, you will receive a hard copy of this newsletter in the mail each month.
We hope that you will join us in supporting Intergroup, so they may continue serving the suffering alcoholic, the A.A. group and
the community.

Memphis Area Intergroup Association
Memphis Area Intergroup Association
3540 Summer Ave., Suite 104
Memphis, TN 38122

Daily Reflections
December 2

SERENITY
“Having had a spiritual awakening as the result of
these steps …”

901 454-1414 office
901 454-0420 fax
memphisarea@bellsouth.net

-TWELVE STEPS AND TWELVE TRADITIONS, p. 106

memphis-aa.org

M.A.I.A.
3540 Summer Avenue, Suite 104
Memphis, TN 38122

“The Tippler” is a free monthly publication, and will be
emailed to anyone interested. However, if you’d like to
receive a copy via USPS, a contribution of $5 monthly, or
$60 annually, helps defray the costs involved. Fill out the
form below and , along with your contribution, mail to the
above address. We thank you!
Name______________________________
Email______________________________
Address_____________________________
City______________________State______
Zip Code__________

As I continued to go to meetings and work the Steps, something began to happen to me. I felt confused because I wasn’t sure what it was that I was feeling, and then I realized I
was experiencing serenity. It was a good feeling, but where
had it come from? Then I realized it had come ” … as the
result of these steps.” The program may not always be easy
to practice, but I had to acknowledge that my serenity had
come to me after working the Steps. As I work the Steps in
everything I do, practicing these principles in all my affairs,
now I find that I am awake to God, to others, and to myself.
The spiritual awakening I have enjoyed as the result of working the Steps is the awareness that I am no longer alone.

